knotting beads

with bead cord & french wire
you will need the following supplies:

clasp

French wire

bead cord
with fixed needle

beads

6 beads
with larger holes
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Step 2: Slip the clasp over the French wire.
Thread the bead cord into the hole of the
first bead and out. Pull string taught to form
a French wire loop.

Step 3: Tie a knot closely at the bottom of
the first bead. Thread bead cord into the
second bead and out.

instant glue

Step 1: Remove bead cord with from its card
A) Tie a temporary knot at the end.
B) Thread on 3 beads with larger holes.
C) Thread on 3/4" of French wire.
D) Thread on one end of the clasp
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Step 4: Tie a knot closely at the bottom of
the second bead. Thread bead cord into the
third bead and out.
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Step 5: Tie a knot at the bottom of the third
bead. Use a needle to ease the knot close to
the bead.
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Step 6: Cut off tail with temporary knot.
Apply instant bonding glue to fix the knot.

Pull to tighten leaving few gaps
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tie knot here
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Step 7: Begin to string and knot your
necklace by adding a bead and tie a knot
one after another. Add and knot all beads
but your three final beads with larger holes.

Step 8:
A) Thread on your final three beads with
larger holes.
B) Thread on 3/4" of French wire.
C) Thread on other end of the clasp.

Step 9: Slip the clasp over the French wire
and weave the tail of the bead cord in and
out of the first bead. Tie a knot after it.
Do the same to beads two and three. Add
glue to final knot.
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